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policemen in Dusseldorf—not arrested like their comrades in
Essen—were beaten to death by these young blackguards
Anarchy was beginning to show its Medusa head in
Germany The \\hole nation was slipping towards deep pits
of ruin and revolution Its money was becoming worthless,
as the printing press poured out paper notes to pay the wages
of unemployed workers Hundreds of marks, thousands of
marks, presently millions of marks, were necessary to buy a
pound of potatoes or a bit of meat Wages were increased
every day as the value of the paper money fell, but never in
time to catch up with the rise in prices of foodstuffs and all
the necessities of life It was the beginning of the great
delirium called Inflation —a new word in human history—
when the greatest industrial nation in Europe lurched into
bankruptcy and lived through a nightmare in which many
went mad Money meant nothing but astronomical figures
printed on a bit of paper
Trade came to a standstill in great cities The wheels of
industry ceased to turn Armies of unemployed men stood
outside deserted factories where no chimneys smoked There
was an epidemic of suicide among young people on the
threshold of life Despair crept into the soul of the nation*
And in the Ruhr, which had once been the heart of German
industry, the power-house of its enormous energy, the mighty
machine from which most of its wealth had been produced j»
the raw material of its civilization, five million workers stall
maintained their passive resistance to the French occupation,
as sullen, as obstinate, as unyielding as when the French
cavalry had entered Essen
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It was Lieutenant Meyer who knew most of what was
happening in the Ruhr    As  an intelligence officer
interpreter, he went about among the civilians, not only
Essen but in the outlying towns and villages

